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ABSTRACT .
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Si ns ef Fall
A Fal Activity Packet for Pre-school

Crackle! Whoosh! Snap! These familiar sounds.remind

us that autumn is here.

o . e

Fall isca special time of year; a season of colorful

'changes, warm smells, and crisp sounds. The "Signs ,of Fall

program at the Dahlem Environmental Education Center is an

active learning adventure that will introduce your children

to the wonder and magic of nature, both at the Center and

in their own backyards! .4 -

O

V

A

wis

4

The pre-trip activities invite your children to use

their sensesto explore thej.r world of different colors,'

shapes, and sizes., By associating a'varipty of theig
observations - with the_seasons,_ thP-Ch.4-1=c1FPn.foill_tecognize

the differences between fall, winter, spring, and 'er.

The indoor orientation at the Center gives th child-

ren.pracice using their senses to explore fall. 'A short, "

discussion of autumn's signs will prepare. 'thee for the

outdoors. There, colorful ,leaves, juicy4 berries, soft .

mosses, and active caterpillars will become 'Original dis-

coveries for every group of little 'peap16.as they wind

down the trails. They will investigate and classify
natural objects, and observe the environment from differ-

ent viewpoints.
10

In the post-trip activities; the links between nature

at home and outdoors will be reinforced as will
communicatiop, matching, numbering, and sequencing skills.

So bundle up and put on a smile to welcome in that

special season, fall.

4

1..
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Goals, and° Objectives.

Program Goal.

Qr

0

Pre - schoolchildren will bdcome more'aware of the
characteristics of fall by exploring their elavironment.

Program Objectives

Children will:

-appreciate their senses and sense 9rgans by iden-
tifying and u4,ing them.

-identify and appreciate the signs of fall by actively

exploring the natural; home, and school environmentg.

-discriminate arnmg 411, winter, spring, and summer

by describing seasonal activities.

--appreciate llanguage---by-c-reatlacj--andLis:tan.ing to

poems and storied.

a

-identify objects'by hearing, touching, tasting, and
4

smelling them. . -.

0 - classify things according to color, shape, and size

by sorting, matching, and sequenc3ng.

-develop logical reasoning by describing thp charac-
teristics objects do, not possess.

-understand spatial relations by observing things in
nature and around the home from different viewpoints.

-develop socialization skills by passing objects around

a circle of classmates and by working with a partnek.

e ,

.

........

6

ok,
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prePry -Trip Activities

a

0

The fall season provides a veritable banquet for our
senses. The following five topics are intended to provide '

a framework of activity ideas you can use to build your
children's awareness and interests. There are many dif-
feient way to create at active,learning environment; these 0

ideas are intended to provide'a beginning -- please'con- .

tinue with your own. Many ideas in this packet can be, i

individualized for each student or adapted for,le'arning

Q .1

r
centers. Your role is to lay the foundation for lerning,
and to let each individual progress at his/her own pace.

1. Exploring with Sendes
o

Begin the pre-trip activities by helping the child'An
identify and understand 'their senses. One way to do this
is to point out the senile orgins 4eyes,-ears,-nose-, toftgue,
skin) and describe the functipn of each l'seeing, hearing,
smelling, tasting, touching)-. ?ou can make a faceless
puppet to assist you by attaching yarn to the end of a
sock. Use plastic eyes,4beadv, felt; and construction
paper to make the,feat'ures. A piece of velcroton the back
of eac4 object will make it stick to the puppet. After
looking at the facial features of a classmate, children
'can arrange the sense organs on the puppet.

0

0

0

o
0

en the children have mastered the structure and
spatial arrangement of the sense organs on the puppet,

provide extra parts: closed eyes, different hair, smiling
and frowning mouths, etc. By observing changing expres-
sions on their classinates' faces, children can create a
puppet face to match.

-3- (
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, You might also want to try:
,

.

.

.

' - 4

*
t / 4-4

playing "Simon S.ays.!' Thee commandi should get you

started. ,, '

q
.

. tc- ,, p

o

"Simon says touch your ear."
"Simon,says.open yourmouth,"
"Simon says close your eyes,"
"Simon says sniff with your.nose."

1

word associations by phrasing questions irvsOis formAt:

:'Do you use your eyes to smell a flower?",
"Do you use your node I.otaste an apple?"
"Do you Ilse your ears to hear music?"

songs and rhymes that involve finger plaks and motions.

Here aia some examples*:

rp!

The poem "I Have" can endourage 91e children4to name things

they enjoy touching, seeing, hearing,

Ls

°

I HAVE

by Virginia P. Brown ,

Taro-- hands -tg-±e-el
:Some grains of kibel..
Soap suds, cotton
And.cubes of ice.

Two eyes to see
The light o, the moon,
Clown tricks, colors
And big ballons.

Two ears to hear
The raind rops come,
Laughter, whistles,
The beat of a drum

One nose to smell
The chocolate cake,
Perfume., .soap and
The rolls that bake.

One mouth to taste
The juice of a plum,
Popcorn, carrots and
Licorice gum.

-4-
S
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This. fingerplay May help children practice identifying
their sense organs. Alt they bay theqzioem aloud, encourage"
them to point to their eyes, ears, etc.
6

Two eyes are for looking.
Twid° ears are for listening.
One nose is for smelling. \ps

. One mouth is for tasting.
4 Ten 'fingers are for touching..

I

* Vtom "Sensitizing the Senae4" and wanted with peuission 6kom Kent

IntetmedZate Sphoot Di6ttict,PLand Rapids, MI.

Touching.. One way children can learn to identify and

' compare textures is to work '.together to sake a Feel Book

for the class. Place aVaptety bf, textured, flat objects,
in a paper bag: fake fur, felt, wax paper, variotis'
grades of sandpaper, etc. Have each child pull an object
from the bag. Help them glue ihe samples on a piece of

paper. As they identify the texture for you, write their. .

desciiptions beneath the objects: "soft,'" "hairy," "sort

of squishy,".etc. Punch holes inthe stack of pages and
thread them' together with. yarn.' After you print "Our
Feely irk!' on the cover, encourage the children to "read"
the bo with their fingers. See if they can find objects
around the room and at home that match the textures.in their
Feely. Book.*

*modik-ea 6kom Heath Science, Levet K and,AAinted with peAmission 64om

V.C. Heath and Company.'
.

P 171'

Smelling and Tasting. A. simple poem can help children
acti,yely explore the environment with their senses of smell

and.taste.

Sniff, sniff, I smell a snackt-
Sniff, sniff, mak6s my lips' smacki
Sniff, sniff, 'oranges; pineapple,
Peach, banana, too.
Sniff, sniff, makes Me hungry,
How about 0.ou? I -

.
The poem can be expanded into a variety of activities.

For one idea, place slices of oranges, pineapple, peaches,

and bananas on separate 'plates. cover each plate with foil
and punch small holes in the. top. Then read the poem to the

children. They can act out the sniffing,' lip-smacking, and

tummy-rubbing. Encourage the children to identify the scents .

they sniff through the holes in the'foil. Finish up by spr-
yingthe fruit slices fora snack!.
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,Act.ivity Sheet 1 provides a simple activity to help'

the children see'how nature overlaps With their home envi-

ronment. It also gives the'child<en, practice using their , 4
vs

sense Olf smell. ,
. .

.

If you can duplicate 'the- handout maSteie,give each !,

child a copy to color. For a different approach, make a Ni

large poster and invite everyone to help coldr it. Ask,the

children to describe the picture.
4

.

,

. Same'May notice that'one half o2'the page is an out- 0 ,

.

3,door scene and the othek is an indoor scene. Point outthat ,
.

ftthere are difrences between the human and natural.environ-

ments -- in the human environment we buy almost everything

. .
(e.g. houseaplants) from stores; in nature, _plants and ani:-. ,

.

Mils grow by themselves. From which environment didthe'
/ . ..

things in your classroom come? Of which world are the c1111.14
,

7

ren a part? What can live in both environments? ,

4.

.

This activity sheet. can also be.used as a smelling exer-

cisq Scent some cottonballs with perfume and hdlp the child-

ren glue them onto the center ,Of each lower. The poster flower ,
. 0

could accommodate everyone's cottonba/1. Do your flowers smellI .

real?

Seeing. Give the children practice at "spOtting" ani-

mals by showing them Activity Sheet 2. If the picture ls

colored so the theanimals' 'natural coloring blends in the

environment, an extra challenge will be added. 3

k
Activity Sheet 3 provides a basic idea that can 4e ex-.

pans:led to help children develop their classificatiOn skills.

'The activity helps c4ildren descrige- what characteristics
objectsdo not possess. With copies of this sheet or a de-

sign of it on the blackboard or flannelboard, children can N

pick out the picture in .each set that does not match the one.

on the left. You might also gather qbjects from home and

nature for the children to manipulate and sort -- acorns with

and withd'ut caps, leaves with and without stems, mittens with
.

and without mates', etc.

Hearing, Children will gain experience inrecognizing
objects as they listen to a tape recording you have made of

assorted sounds: a 'car horn beeping, a siren blaring, a bird°

singing, a door slammingw a cow mooing, a dog bar.king, etc.

'Ask' the children to identify each sound"..N .Ts the sound from

the natural environment, the human envircnment, or both? Is

the sound loud or soft? .Which,sounds dc'they think they will

hear on their field trip? At home this evening?

4-*

-6-10
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2. Exploring Colors

C

. .

. 5

1 A-

Recognizing and learning the names -of colors also

builds classificat40.6n and communication skills. The fol-
lowin4.activities cill prepare. the children foi, observing

and matching fall colors on the field trip.'

i( . Help the children practice recognizing colors, ei-
ther individually or in a group, by asking them^to find .

something redin the`room, such as the red crayon in the
box. .: The following ideas may spark even mcge "colorful"

'activities.;
,

Play Sidon Says with'colors:4sig commands/like:
4

"'Simon says hold up. a yellOw crayon. "
"Simon says go stand by something red.'? . t

"Simon says holdhands with someone wearing brown."

Play, "Hennery Brown." As you read the story, have
childrep clap when'they hear the name of a color or hold up
the correct color crayon or piece of paper.*

4

4

HENNERY BROWN

An
night when I had gone to bed;

An idea pOpped into my'head.
I got a pengil and wrote, it down,
It was the storyof Hennery Brown.

. On a sunny ,day, as I walked to town,
I' met a man named Hennery Brown. .

This Hennery was the strangeSt fellow;
His pants were purples.and his shirt was yellow,
His shoes were orange and his eyes were blue,
His ears" were HUGE,"and his.mouth was too,
His nose was Long and'sometimes red,:
'Cause he oftenostood upon his head. %
His hair was stringy and long and sgeene.
The greenest hair I have ever s 'een.
He carried a cane that was big,and-black,
As he walked it made a.clickety-clack.
Oh, he was funny, this Hennery Brown,
The man I met as I walked to town.

. I

qo

11
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To extend the activity y&a could draw a life-siZe

picture c'f Hennery. Trace one of your students on heavy

paper. Then ask' the children 4th color Hennery's o4fit
according' to the poems.

* modi6ied 6nom Heath Science, Level K and plukt.ed utak peAm444ion
6hom V.C. Heath and Company. c!)

Exploring Sizes

Put your best foot forward, everybody! Your feet

will help you practice Classifying and sizing objects in.

preparation for the field trip.

Collect one shoe from each child, and ask small

groups of children t:o. compare several shoes. Which 4,the
smallest and the largest? -

. .1

With some help the children may enjoy tracing their

feet onto -paper and-comparing the-sizes. Can they arrange

all the tracings in one line from the smallest to the big-

gest2

Have the children help you collect things -- three

of each! Apples, leaves, acorns, toy trucks, and stones

should provide enough variation so that the children can

identify the smallest, the largest, and the middle-sized

object ins each set.

o

4. Exploring Shapes *

Observing, -classifying, and comparing shapes in the

natural and built environments also builds pkills. Intro-

the basic shapes and their names to the children.-'

Some of these ideas may help you.

Have the children match things arounq the room to

I

.the shapes they have learned.

Ask the children to sit in a circle. While playing

music, pass around a paper bag containing construction paper

shapes in various colors. Stop the music at intervals and

tell the child with. the bag to pull out a shape' and identify

it. After s/he4raturns it to the bag, begin the mus ic and

bag-passing again. On another round, have the children iden-

tify the colors and shapes!

-8-12
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5. Exploring Seasons

0

0

Most pre-school children have difficulty comprehending

time sequences and cycle: of events. In a study of seasons,
then, theemphasis must be on observing.and distinguishing
seasonal changes. Here is an idea for a learning center

about 'the seasons.

Set up a box to represent each season. Print the

name of the season on the outside of the box. You might want

to decorate the boxes with *Presentative colors (winter/white,

fall/orange, etc..), or a branch with leaves made out ofbappro-

priately.colored construction\paper. (See Activity Sheet 4.)

The winter box could have a bare twig..

Fill the boxes with natural'and human-related objects

associated with each season. The summer box, for example,

might include a bathing suit, beach ball, fan, vacation post-

cards, ice cream-less cones, and picturesgof children
involved in summer activities. Perhaps the students would

like to contribute to the boxes with items from home.

"Tour" the season boxes4eith the children. Ask them

to tell what they see. Have the children talk about expe-

riences they've had in each season. Encourage them to-

express their feelings about the seasonal activities-they

enjoy. Students can enact the activities they like most --

making angels in the snow, splashing through puddles, plant-

ing a garden, jumping in a of leaves. Do the same for

the things they enjoy the least -- shivering, sweating,

catching cold, gettihg sunburned, putting on lots of heavy

clothes, etc.

I



VocabularyHonis

The program activities use the following worts:

senses: sense organs:

hearing
touching
seeing
smelling
tasting.

shapes:

square
circle
rectangle
triangle

eye
ear
nose
skin
tongue

colors:

red
yellow
blue
green
purple
orange
white
black

14

-10-

seasons:

'spring
summer
fall
winter
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Activity Shqiet 2: Seeing
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white oak

to

maple

of

wild
black
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black
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Activity Sheet 4: Exploring Seasons
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Dear Parent:

4

a

. Autumn is in the air! Your son/daughter will have the
opportunity to experience autumn firsthand on our field trip'

. to the Dahlem Environmental Education. Center. There we will
use all of our senses to explore the signs of fall: color-
ful leaves, juicy berries, soft ,mosses, and active cater-
pillars, to name a few.

.11.

Please make sure that your child is. dressed appropr i-
. ately for the seather. Sturdy shoes and layered clothes are
wise. In the event of rain, rain gear and water repellent
shoes are recommended. . .

.

. , - You can share the benefits of our fall study with your
child by: .

Q

encouraging the child to express what s/he exper-
ienced on the field trip.

pointing out seasonal changes around your home and
neighborhood.

_helping him/her collect and sort 4 variety of shapes,
sizesp-and color& of faL'. leaves.'

participating"in autumn activities with yoUr child --
raking and jumping in leaves, carving pumpkins and
baking the ,seeds, visiting a cider mill and drinking
cider, playing fall sports, etc.

Sincerely,

Pre-school Teacher

20

4
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Field Trip
0

By now your children have gotten to know-each other and
have learned to.use their senses. to identify colors, sizes,
and shapes._ The background you've givenithem will help the
chilareneOlore the signs of fall at the Dahlem Environmen-

. Education Centert. '

Your field trip' will *begin with an indoor review of how
we use our senses to explore the world around us. 'ach ^

child will then "pick" a leaf to match with natural objects
on the hike. Outdoors, the children will sense a variety of
textures, smells, sounds, and sights. A caterpillar might
tickle their hands! They may even view the world from an
ant's perspective. Hopefully, fall will become a special
season to yoU and your children-as a result of your Dahlem
,Center experience.

Back in thevclassroom, the post-trip activities will
help you' relai.e'experiences in the natural environment to
those in the children's everyday lives. Language, reason-
jng, and active learning skills will..be further emphasized.

Tlease ask your students to wear ,.long pants and outdoor
shoes on the-day of then field trip. In addition, remA.nd
everyone that the plants and animals At the Dahlem Center
are for everyone to enjoy. Children should remember'to
leave their "special finds" for other visitors to. discover.

o 6

f
v

141
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You can extend the field trip experiences by' weaving
objects and concepts from the world of nature into the
children's daily activities. You might want to combine the
following five activities with yoUr own idead to bring
nature into your classroom!

A

1. Lets"s Pretend: A Review=OW , 1110

Q.

An effective way to link the field trip to the child-
ren's daily' routine, and to reinforce the concept of tittle is

to lead the children in remembering and reenacting ffdld

trip experien6es. Suggest some activities first, then have
the children decide what to imitate. Differentiate between
activities that occurred before till hike,:during the hike,
and after the hike. You might try:

Let's pretend: 4

we're walking in the ,door of the interpretive4build-
ing before the hike.

we,'re walking loudly across th0 bridge during the
hike.

we're leaves felling frOlya tree that we sAw on the

hike.

c.

.

we're the chipmunks we saw storing seeds ,during the

hike. -

we're 'running home,to tell our parents about, the

.field trip!

Seriation

Imaginative children can have fun with out-of-order
pictures like those on Activity'Sheet 5. You could duplicate
a copy for each child, or'back the pictures with flannel so
they can be arranged on a flannel boird. ,Ask the childreD to

make up stories to explain different arrangements of the .

pictures. Encourage variety and originality!

Or 4061 air
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3. Counting

Remember those piles of acorns7.1eavesi fruits, And
.9 ,

stones? Youechildren can also count these objects, and
practice matching number cards to the piles With the same
amount'of objects.

. "3/40.

44 Matching . .

, u

In the ere-trip activitios,.tHe children were-intro-
duced to basic shapes. On the field trips children matched
shapes in Nature. Now have the children use basic shapes"to
make pictures. Cut.out a variety of squares, triangles,
rectangles, and circlet. Show the children how t6 fit shapes
together to make.a new shape. Can they make one of these ?.

O

Encourage your artists to combine their*pieces into
- different shapes. A little glue will make, permanwit, shapely
displays!

P

4
Coming 22

Don't stop yet! -- The study'*of seasons is a year-round
activity! Why not hike around your school searching for

. clues of seasonal change? Explore the inside and outside of.
the building. Focus attention on a few permanent objects: a
stately tree, an unpaved parkihg lot, the coatropm,,flower.
beds. Observe- them now for fall characteristics. As the
children describe what they see, write their words down.

ti

In a month or two, hike around the school asain to com-
pare and record changes. What's -n the coatroom now?' How
has the tree changed? What is the condition of the parking
lot? Also consider a field trip in the spring so the children
can compare nature's signs of fall to the signs bf spring.

4

Way to yo -- you've made it through "Signs o6 Fate with gying

cotou! You've intoduced a /Lange o6 4ki44 to your chitdken on which-,-

they will buitdthkoughout the winten and dulting the /Lust 016 thein

tive4. So take a bteak! Go eolt a wad iln'th6 cki4p autumn cwt and

6ea'st yoult4a6 on the coteu and wondm o6 th,a 4peciaC 4ea4on,

-14-
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Activity Sheet5': S9riation
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r. SIGNS OF FALL

Pre-school Field Trip

Formal Objectives:

StuCents will:

-identify the senses and sense orgahs by pointing them
out

- identify and appreciate seasonal changes in the natural
environment and around the home by actively exploring
with all the senses.

-identify objects in nature by hearing, touching,
tasting, atpd smelling them.

- classify thipgs according to color, shape, and size'

by matching them with their paper leaves.

- understand spatial relations by observing things in

nature from different viewpoints.

Non-formal Objectives:

Children will be given the opportunity to:

- explore fall with all the senses.

-notice the variety of colors, shapes, and textures
in fall.

4 -enjoy the outdoors.

Indoor:

Welcome the group. Introduce yourself and the Dahlem
Center. Then review the signs of fall with the children.

THE FALL SEASON: EXPLORING WITH SENSES -- Use the season
wheel to help the children review the main characteristics
of each season. Begin with winter, and proceed sequentially
to fall. Emphasize and compare character4sL.ics that pre-
schoolers would notice: cold vs. hot, building snowmen vs.

CC)
swimming, and planting a garden vs. raking leaves. Holidays

are a popular way to differentiate seasons.

27
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Tell .the children that today they will explore fall using
all their senses. But first they must practice!

To begin the "Peanut.Practice" exercise, give each child
a salted peanut in a shell. Use the senses chart as an aid.
Ask the children to look at the peanut and descgibe it.

,*Touch the Peanut.
How does it feel?

p What part of the body did you use to feel it?
. (skin or fingers)

What does skin/fingers.help you do? (feel things),
-- write "feel" on the chart beside fingers, and
read it alodd to the group.

*Listen to the Peanut
Does the peanut make a noise? What Kind? (rattling)
What part of the body-did you use? (ears)
What do ears help us do? (hear)
-- write "hear" on the chart beside the ear, and
read it aloud.

Have the children crack open their peanuts for the rest
of the observations.

*Describe/see the Peanut.
What do you see? (round, egg-shaped, brown)
What did you use to find this out?. (eyes)
What do eyes help you do? (see)
-- Write "see" and read it aloud.

*Smell the Peanut.
Does the peanut have a smell? (yes)
What did you use to find this cut? (nose)
What does your nose help you do? (smell)
- - write "smell" beside the picture of the nose and
read it aloud.

*Eat the Peanut
How does the peanut taste? (salty)
What part of your body did you use? (tongue)
What does the tongue do? (taste)
- - write "taste" and read it aloud to the group.

Stress that we use all of our senses to tell us about things
around us.

,SIGNS OF FALL: CHANGES -- Now that their senses are in
practice, the children are ready to explore. Briefly suggest
signs of fall for them to watch for: caterpillars, colored
leaves, galls, etc.

28



Before the group moves outdoors, have each child pick a

fall leaf from the "tree." Tape the leaf on the child's

sleeve. This will be used to match colors and shapes during
the hike. Divide the group into small groups with an adult

leader for each group. Have each child show his/her leaf to

the group leader and tell what color it is.

Remind the children to stay with their group on the trails

,during the hike, and to leave everything growing so that others

can enjoy it, too.

Outdoors:

Take with you a pack of color cards, and lead a sensory

hike using touch, smell, fell, etc. Be alert for-the follow-

ing items:

*Smell: Use,sassafras, Queen Anne's Lace (What from you

kitchen does this smell like? White cedar (What in the
medicine cabinet smells like this?) Soil from different'loca

tions, and everything else you find to compare or note smells.

*Feel: Mullein leaves (What animal does this feel like?

also called "Lamb's ear"), varieties of evergreen needles
(spruce and pine) to compare textures, barks, (Have you felt

this around your house°or school? Marble floors, bricks,

stairs, etc.)

*Hear: Have the children stand quietly in one place,

with eyes closed, listening for sounds. What did they hear?

*See: At one location have the children search for a

color that matches the leaf pinned on their sleeve. They should

stand beside the object, then show it to the group and leader.

/Another time, have them match the shape. At the end of the

hike, have them find someone in the class with the same leaf

and walk back to the Center with them

All the way along the trail, a variety of objects can

be used to match colors, compare shapes, count pieces, ah:

order by Size; Acorns, leaves petals, woodchips, holes, kids,

flowers,rocks, etc.

Help the children see nature from nature's perspective.
Have them vies the world or their group leader as an ant would

(from lying flat on the ground), from a dog's ,viewpoint (on all

fours), and from a bird's perspective (perched on a 1'4* limb of

some sturdy tree). How do they feel as each animal? What do

they see differently from their human point of view?

29
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Return:

A Simon Says_game can review field trip concepts, as the

children walk back with partners. Use\leads such as:

1'1

Simon Says: 6

*Point to a red tree.
444h*wAlk loudly.

*listen for a bird.
-*pretend you're sniffing a mint plvt.
*point to your ears.

PO

At the end of the hike you can sit in a circle and review
the trip's highlights by asking what each of them enjoyed the most.
Encourage them to returff with their families and thank .them for
coming! 4

M11/.11 ."1.1 I .1 .:.
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